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Abstract: One of the main objectives within the community of the Micro-Pattern-Gaseous-
Detectors (MPGD) is the design of new detectors for operation with a very high particle flow.
This research path is driven mainly by future upgrades of existing experiments at high-luminosity
LHC or next generation accelerators where gaseous detectors will be operated at rates up to few
MHz/cm2, three orders of magnitude higher than nowadays. The goal of our R&D project, started
few years ago, is to develop a new generation of single amplification stage resistive MPGD based
on Micromegas technology with the following characteristics: stable and efficient operation up
to particle fluxes of 10 MHz/cm2; high granularity readout, with pixels of order mm2 and fully
integrated electronics; reliable and cost-effective production process. We present here the develop-
ment status of our small-pads resistive Micromegas prototypes, focusing on the optimization of the
spark protection resistive layer. Characterization and performance studies of the prototypes have
been carried out by means of radioactive sources, X-Rays and test beams. A comparison of the
performance obtained with the different resistive layout realized until now is presented, studying in
particular the response under high rate irradiation.
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1 The detector and its prototypes

Micromegas [1] is a gas detector based on the subdivision of the active area in two regions, the
wider (few mm) conversion region, where the primary charge is produced, and the thinner (100
µm) amplification region (whose size is kept constant by means of insulating pillars) where the
multiplication occurs. A stainless steel mesh plane separates the two regions and quickly collects the
ions produced in the avalanche, while the electrons migrate toward the readout electrodes, realized
on a PCB (Printed Circuit Board). Over these distances, few hundred volts are typically enough to
produce the needed drift and amplification fields, respectively of the order of 600 V/cm and 50×103

V/cm in our gas mixture (Ar/CO2 = 93/7). The mesh, the pillars matrix and the anodic readout
layer, are assembled together using the bulk technique [2]. The readout electrodes are generally
made of strips or, as in our case, of pads. To drastically reduce the spark probability, due to the
high field present over the thin distance between the mesh and the readout plane, the last one needs
to be ‘protected’ by a resistive structure, that acts reducing locally the field in case of sparks [3].
This technique has been firstly adopted in the construction of the resistive strip Micromegas for the
Atlas NSW [4], leading to a detector able to work well up to few tens kHz/cm2. To increase the rate
capability, we started an R&D project on resistive Micromegas detector, increasing the granularity
through the use of readout pads of only a few mm2 area. This choice significantly reduces the
occupancy in the detector but the resistive structure required for the spark protection needs to be
optimized to avoid loosing efficiency at very high rates.

Two techniques (figure 1) were tested until now to realize the resistive layer on our prototypes,
built in collaboration with the CERN MPT (Micro-Pattern Technologies) Workshop:

i. The “embedded resistors pad-patterned” technique [5, 6] consisted in stacking to eachmetallic
readout pad other two resistive pads (screen printed with a suitable paste) interspersed with
an insulating layer; the innermost pad (facing the gas gap) is then electrically connected to
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Figure 1. Side view of the readout PCB realized through the “embedded resistors pad-patterned”, left-side,
or the “DLC”, right-side, technique.

Figure 2. Left: 2nd DLC layer (in SBUprototype) covering the readout pads (that can be seen in transparency);
the dots at the centre of whitish (Cu) circles are the conductive vias between this DLC layer and the underlying
pads; the remaining circles will then host the staggered connections between this DLC layer and the 1st one,
which faces the gas gap. Centre: example of pillar (uppermost yellow circle) in DLC20/50 prototypes, not
well centred with the conductive vias. The mesh layer can also be seen in between. Right: example of well
centred pillar in SBU prototypes.

the middle one, that is in turn connected with the outermost pad (the metallic one); both
connection vias are made by micro-holes filled with silver paste. In this way each middle pad
acts as a resistor, totally separated from the neighbours, whose value, in our case between 5
and 7 MΩ, depends on the paste resistivity.

ii. The “DLC” technique (inspired to the technique used for the µ-RWELL detector [7]) takes its
name from the use of the Diamond Like Carbon surface treatment. This consists in sputtering
carbon (evaporated from a graphite target) on a kapton foil, obtaining a uniform resistive
layer. Two DLC foils are then interconnected through staggered conductive vias, providing
the charge evacuation through their resistive surface. The vias that end on the 1st layer, the one
facing the gas gap, need to be covered by the insulated pillars, to avoid exposing conductive
areas to the high field present inside the amplification gap. This superimposition is not always
simple to realize since pillars diameter is only about 300 µm. Recently, the possibility to
produce DLC foils copper cladded on both sides allows to use the photolithographic process
(applied after removing the copper everywhere except at the vias positions) to better centre
the pillars with the conductive vias (figure 2). This last technique has been named Sequential
Build Up (SBU).

All the five prototypes realized till now have been built with 768 pads (48 rows in the x direction
times 16 in the y). Pads have a rectangular shape, with a width of 0.8 mm in the ‘precision’ x
coordinate and 2.8 mm in the orthogonal y coordinate, organized with a pitch of 1 × 3 mm2and
covering a total active area of 4.8 × 4.8 cm2. The first prototype, PAD-P, has been produced
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Figure 3. Gain measurements for PAD-P, DLC50 and DLC20 prototypes. SBUs, not shown here, are very
similar to the DLCs. Two radioactive sources of 55Fe have been used, with “high” and “low” intensity, whose
approximate rates were 100 kHz and 1 kHz, respectively.

with the embedded resistor pad-patterned technique; the following two, DLC50 (surface resistivity
50–70 MΩ/sq) and DLC20 (20 MΩ/sq), with the ‘standard’ DLC technique and the last two, SBU1
and SBU2 (1st layer resistivity 5 MΩ/sq, 2nd layer 35 MΩ/sq), with the ‘improved’ DLC (SBU)
technique. DLC50 and DLC20 are divided into two regions, having conductive vias every 6 or 12
mm and the usual pillars matrix pitch of 6 mm.

2 Prototypes characterization with photons

2.1 Gain measurements using 55Fe sources

For every prototype first tests were always made using 55Fe sources, in the Gas Detector Develop-
ment laboratory at CERN. The gas gain was measured with different methods (through the ratio
current/rate and from the signal amplitude analysis, [8]) and was found to follow the expected
exponential behaviour (figure 3) for all the various prototypes. The observed differences can be due
to many factors, for example to the different construction process (that could affect the amplification
gap dimension) or to the measurement method and is of course expected to fluctuate with respect to
the gas mixture pressure and temperature. The measurements of the gain for all the prototypes will
be used in the following to compare all the performances at almost the same detector gain (∼ 8000),
tuning the working amplification voltage.

From the 55Fe peaks the energy resolution can be estimated. The DLC prototypes turn out to
have a better energy resolution than PAD-P (figure 4) reasonably due to the different construction
method. In fact the presence of edges on the resistive pads in PAD-P, facing the gas gap, would
cause field inhomogeneities, not present inside the DLC prototypes, where the resistive layer is
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Figure 4. Example of the 55Fe signals amplitude distribution for PAD-P, left, and DLC50, right.

Figure 5. Current behaviour comparison between PAD-P (left) andDLC50 (right) prototypeswhen switching
ON-OFF the X-Rays generator, at different rate values.

continuous. This is not a crucial characteristic for our detectors but suggests that more effort needs
to be done to improve its construction.

2.2 Rate capability measurements by X-Rays generator

We then moved our prototypes under the beam of an X-Rays gun, providing 8 keV photons from
a Cu anode. We wanted to study the detectors response increasing the X-Rays rate at fixed or
variable exposure area, also with respect to the layout of the charge evacuation vias (every 6 or
12 mm for DLC20/50). The main variable measured in these tests was the mesh current, as it’s
directly correlated to the gas amplification. Figure 5 shows its behaviour when switching on and off
the generator at few different X-Rays rate steps. PAD-P shows clearly a decrease of the measured
current every time the X-Rays gun is switched on, while for the DLC prototypes the current looks
flat. We justified this behaviour with the charging up of the dielectric among pads, present in PAD-P
but not in the DLC prototypes, where their resistive surface has almost no dielectric, apart from
pillars. This charging up locally lowers the electric field, reducing the gain and hence the current.

We explored a wide rate range, up to about 100 MHz/cm2. Since with our setup we could
reliablymeasure absolute rates up to about 300 kHz, we needed to implement calibrations procedures

– 4 –
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Figure 6. Current vs. rate behaviour at fixed exposure area of 0.79 cm2 for PAD-P and DLC50, both 6 and
12 mm sides. Zoomed plot in the range < 10 MHz/cm2 on the right.

that allow measuring rates in a significant fraction of the full range in current of the X-Rays gun
generator, checking its linearity, allowing for the extrapolation at higher X-Rays gun currents. In
many cases this was done cross calibrating the actual setup under test with measurements with a
much smaller collimator or using attenuators. Deviation from linearity (unlikely) up to 10% are
absorbed in the rates extrapolation errors that we have quoted and reported in the plots.

2.2.1 Fixed exposure area

First results concern the rate behaviour at fixed exposure area of 0.79 cm2, corresponding to a 1 cm
diameter circle. As shown in figure 6, independently from the resistive layer realization technique,
at very high rate (> 10 MHz/cm2) the current (per unit area) decreases, due to the voltage drop
through the embedded resistors (PAD-P) or the resistive layers (DLC). Moreover, the current of
DLC50, the DLC prototype having greater surface resistivity, decreases much more than PAD-P.
Finally, we observe that having the charge evacuation vias every 6 mm, instead of 12 mm, gives
better performance. Conversely, from the zoomed plot were we look at the rate region below 10
MHz/cm2, it’s clear that the current from PAD-P decreases more w.r.t. rate than DLC50-6mm,
which can be explained by the already cited charging up effect.

Then, in figure 7 we compare PAD-P and DLC50-6mm with DLC20-6mm and one of the SBU
prototypes. PAD-P still shows the best behaviour, closely followed by DLC20-6mm and SBU2,
due to their lower resistivity with respect to DLC50-6mm. At rates below 10 MHz/cm2, the current
measured in PAD-P is lower than in the other detectors (charging up effect), as in the previous plot.

The gain has then been calculated from the current measurements, using the extrapolated rate,
and normalized to its value at low rate for each prototype (figure 8). We observe that DLC20-6mm
and SBU2 drop less then 10% till 10 MHz/cm2, instead PAD-P and DLC50-6mm have the same
drop only until few MHz/cm2; at very high rates, however, PAD-P performs much better than the
others, exhibiting a much slower reduction (25% at 100 MHz/cm2).

2.2.2 Different exposure areas

To test the behaviour by varying the exposure area, we shielded the detector through a Cu plate
perforated with holes of different shapes: two circular ones with diameters equal to 3 mm and 1 cm
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Figure 7. Current vs. rate behaviour at fixed exposure area of 0.79 cm2 for PAD-P, 6 mm sides of DLC20
and DLC50, SBU2. Zoomed plot in the range < 10 MHz/cm2 on the right.

Figure 8. Normalized gain vs. rate behaviour at fixed exposure area of 0.79 cm2 for PAD-P, 6 mm sides of
DLC20 and DLC50, SBU2.

and one square with side 1.92 cm, corresponding to 0.071 cm2, 0.79 cm2 and 3.69 cm2, respectively.
Results about PAD-P are shown in figure 9 and figure 10, reporting the amplification current (per
unit area) and the normalized gain; no difference has been observed in the drop of the current/gain
vs rate with respect to the various exposure areas, at least in the explored range. Concerning the
wider area curve, we precise that the maximum reached rate is there less then in the others because
of the power supply current limit. Conversely from PAD-P, both DLC50-6mm and SBU2 exhibit
a clear dependence in the current/gain decrease from the exposed area, as can be seen in figure 11
and figure 12. Unfortunately, we got some discharges problems with DLC20-6mm at the largest
area, which prevented us to perform on it the same kind of measurements.

3 Measurements with µ and π test beams

We tested the detectors with muons (150GeV/c) and pions (150GeV/c) at the CERN SPS facility,
using the following setup:

• two small scintillators for triggering

• two double coordinates (x,y) strips Micromegas (10 × 10 cm2) for tracking

– 6 –
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Figure 9. Current vs rate behaviour at different exposure areas for PAD-P prototype. Zoomed plot in the
range < 10 MHz/cm2 on the right.

Figure 10. Normalized gain vs rate behaviour at different exposure areas for PAD-P prototype.

Figure 11. Current vs rate behaviour at different exposure areas forDLC50 (left) and SBU2 (right) prototypes.

– 7 –
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Figure 12. Normalized gain vs rate behaviour at different exposure areas for DLC50 (left) and SBU2 (right)
prototypes.

Figure 13. Pads cluster size (left) and position resolution on the precision (x) coordinate (right) for the
PAD-P, DLC50 and DLC20 prototypes.

• our small-pads MM prototypes in between

• gas mixture: Ar/CO2 = 93/7 pre-mixed

• DAQ: SRS (Scalable Readout System) [9] and the APV25 [10] front end boards.

We report here results on the pads cluster size for the precision coordinate x (pad pitch 1 mm),
figure 13-left showing that the number of pads in the cluster is larger for DLC detectors due to their
uniform resistive layer (statistical errors within the marker size); further, clusters are wider in case
of lower resistivity, that means for DLC20 with respect to DLC50; we don’t have yet results for the
SBU prototypes.

The pad charge weighted centroid is used to measure the position resolution, comparing it
to the position extrapolated from the two double coordinate Micromegas used for tracking. From
figure 13-right it’s clear that the position resolution significantly improves for the DLC prototypes,
again giving DLC20 better than DLC50. The statistical uncertainty on the spatial resolution is
negligible (within the marker size) and the uncertainty is dominated by systematic effects, estimated
to be about 5% (not included in the figure).

– 8 –
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Figure 14. Left: prototypes layout, also showing the routing of the pads to the readout connectors (green
zone). Right: SRS DAQ monitor showing signals on few pads when the detector is exposed to 55Fe source.
The axis x, y, z are respectively the pad number, the signal time bin and the ADC counts.

4 Toward larger size prototypes

The realized prototypes have yet a quite small active area compared to their total size. In fact,
as shown in figure 14-left, the routing of the pads to the readout connectors takes up most of the
PCB space. To obtain a detector scalable to larger sizes, we are studying the possibility to bond
the readout electronics on the back of the detector PCB, occupying not more than the space of the
active area. We built an ‘embedded electronics’ prototype based on the APV25 chip (the same
used at the test beam, mounted on standalone boards), even if it is not small enough to be the final
candidate. This prototype has one region with the usual pads and other three regions with pads 1×8
mm2, covering the same area as the back bonded electronics. With the usual 55Fe source we were
able to see signals (figure 14-right) from the detector but unfortunately only on a limited number of
channels, due to an issue on the electronics layout that will be fixed in the next prototype.

5 Conclusions

Comparing pros and cons of the different technologies, the performance of the embedded resistors
pad-patterned prototype PAD-P proved to be independent on the dimension of the exposed area on
a wider rate range. Moreover, PAD-P has proven to be very robust, without showing any discharge
even under high rates. The DLC prototypes instead behave better from the point of view of the
energy and position resolutions and do not show any significant charging up effect. Conversely,
they suffer sparks from time to time.

More prototypes and tests will follow for both technologies with the purpose of fixing their
weak points. Concerning PAD-P type, we would improve the inner resistive pads construction
method, to obtain smoother borders, and we need to study how resolution can depend on the value
of the embedded resistors. Among DLC ‘standard’ type, the low resistivity prototype having closer
pitch among vias (DLC20-6mm) behaves better but discharges prevented us to complete the high
rate measurements. Test of DLC ‘improved’, SBU, prototypes just started. The results will be part
of a future publication.
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